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The construction of knowledge through computational practice requires to teachers a substantial amount of 
time and effort to evaluate programming skills, to understand and to glimpse the evolution of the students 
and finally to state a quantitative judgment in learning assessment. The field of learning analytics has been 
a common practice in research since last years due to their great possibilities in terms of learning 
improvement. Both, Big and Small data techniques support the analysis cycle of learning analytics and risk 
of students’ failure prediction. Such possibilities can be a strong positive contribution to the field of 
computational practice such as programming. Our main objective was to help teachers in their assessments 
through to make those possibilities effective. Thus, we have developed a functional solution to categorize 
and understand students’ behavior in programming activities based in Scratch. Through collection and 
analysis of data generated by students’ clicks in Scratch, we proceed to execute both exploratory and 
predictive analytics to detect patterns in students’ behavior when developing solutions for assignments. We 
concluded that resultant taxonomy could help teachers to better support their students by giving real-time 
quality feedback and act before students deliver incorrectly or at least incomplete tasks. 
Keywords: learning analytics; clickstream; scratch; programming; big data  
1 Introduction  
Learning Analytics (LA) and Educational Data Mining (EDM) are both analytical approaches to enhance 
and optimize learning environments [36]. However, there are some key distinctions between them. EDM 
is a branch of data mining and machine learning [8, 26, 34] to analyze educational data, where its origin is 
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in educational software and student modeling. Hence, this approach is more focused on computer and 
automation. On the other hand, the discipline of LA is more human-centered. It allows to analyze student 
behavior patterns when they interact with tools and online learning environments, set them in context with 
their learning outcomes and draw conclusions to enhance the evaluation or improve the learning process 
through human judgment [39].  
Programming environments can be adapted and integrated into a Learning Analytics system. Therefore, 
any of the related steps of a programming task can be analyzed, namely: first actions of the student after 
the presentation of the activity, analysis, and design of the solution, the process of development, and 
delivered code. 
The results obtained by this type of analysis can be considered as very valuable information for any teacher 
since it will allow them to know how each student is evolving, what their status is in relation to the proposed 
tasks and what is their possible risk to suspend according to trends extracted from previous analyzes. 
Therefore, the student's follow-up in a programming environment could help teachers to provide better 
support, enhance tutoring and adapt content or activities. 
In a programming activity, each student has a different style and therefore can develop a unique and 
different solution in comparison to the rest of their classmates [29]. This means that the teacher must spend 
a great deal of time analyzing each of the possible solutions delivered [5, 16]. To know what the student 
has done or what their behavior has been during the development of the proposed activities, we can benefit 
from automatic data collection and analytical techniques. The application of Learning Analytics in 
programming practice now makes much more sense [3, 23]. 
From the organizations’ point of view, the introduction of data analytics can be seen as a deep and 
accelerating transformation with regard to processes, activities, competencies, and models, in order to take 
advantage of the changes and opportunities offered by the inclusion of digital technologies into an 
organization. However, this advantage is only possible if the information systems of the organizations are 
aligned with these new technologies. Therefore, in this work, we propose the use of the clickstream 
technique for the collection and analysis of students’ interaction data with big data techniques to understand 
and improve their learning process [26, 27, 30, 36, 39]. 
Clickstream is defined as the sequence of actions taken by visitors through a website. Clickstream analytics 
is a technique used in web applications, typically in e-commerce, to know how visitors behave in a website. 
Through the collection of clicks in the different parts of the web pages and an analytical and visualization 
tool [6, 22] you can get an idea of the behavior of the visitor. This information can be very valuable in 
refining the user experience and adapting business strategies to maximize the conversion of visits into sales 
[9, 28]. 
We propose that teachers use this technique of data analysis in visual programming environments like 
Scratch. This will allow knowing how students proceed in these learning and programming environments 
and thus improve their tutoring and support to students [10, 37]. The evaluation can also be improved due 
to teachers will obtain objective information about students’ deliveries. 
We also propose a modification of the Scratch tool to incorporate the click collection technique. Students 
can develop applications in Scratch through the stacking of blocks of instructions and in a very visual way. 
This also facilitates the learning of programming concepts. The modifications carried out allow capturing 
all the clicks made in this visual programming environment. 
The clicks allow reconstructing in some way everything that the student has done during the development 
of the solution. This allows knowing interesting aspects such as if he has worked in class, which blocks 
have used, if he has applied the learned concepts or if he has used the structures worked in the classroom. 
With this information, we can identify and classify the different ways of approaching the assigned 
programming task. The collection of clicks [38] can discover deeper aspects of students’ behavior such as 
different programming styles [5] according to the clicks done in zones of high concentration of clicks. 
This project is born from the opportunity to conduct workshops with students and teachers willing to 
develop programming activities in Scratch. With this outstanding scenario, we have developed a technology 
able to capture, store and analyze students’ interactions in this programming environment. It is expected 
that the analysis will yield results related to students programming style in this type of visual environment. 
It is also expected to identify possible behavior patterns that could help teachers to improve evaluation, 
tutoring, and follow-up of the students. These last two affirmative sentences are based on the work of the 
authors Vihavainen et al. [38] in which they use the keystrokes and clicks to find patterns of behavior in 
novice students’ programming. His work, which analyzes conventional programming environments based 
on clicks, created expectations to us regarding the recognition of behavior patterns in visual programming 
environments such as Scratch, since there are conceptual similarities between both environments. In the 
Material and Methods section, we specify the architecture design and analytical models used.  
It is intended to achieve the following objectives with the use of the developed tool: 
• Create new classifications of ways to learn to program and programming styles. 
• Capture the inputs of this classification. 
• Help teachers to teach, tutor and evaluate better. 
The paper is structured into 4 more sections. Section 2 introduces the theoretical background where Scratch 
and clickstream are explained. Section 3 deepens into the technologies and computer science architectures 
that could extract new and expected results about students’ behaviors. Section 4 exposes the results where 
both quantitative analysis and visualizations are explained. Section 5 is about the conclusions and closes 
the paper where actual limitations and future works are exposed. 
2 Theoretical background 
In this section we present the research context and also the Clickstream and Scratch as the method and 
technology to extend the research context to practice. In the research context, we argue the need to tackle a 
different approximation to the analysis of students programming. In the Clickstream section, we present in 
detail the method used to collect students interactions while learning programming. Finally, we introduce 
Scratch as the technology that helps students to learn to program and develop their programs through clicks. 
2.1 Research context 
Since 2010, the analysis of learning has become relevant in the field of research to improve learning and 
the educational context in general. There is a concern in the scientific community to understand how 
students learn to program from their beginnings to advanced levels [16–18, 24]. There is no single definition 
although the one proposed by Erik Duval [21] that seems to be the most accurate to explain this situation 
when he defines "Learning Analytics is about collecting traces that learners leave behind and using those 
traces to improve learning". 
Different proposals encourage the use of learning analytics to improve the teaching of programming. 
Sherman and Martin [35] propose an analytical approach to extract patterns of behavior in student 
developers of App Inventor projects, while other authors try to glimpse the progression of computational 
skills in such programming platform [12, 41]. In comparison with our work, which also aims to identify 
patterns of behavior, our approach is based on clicks instead of snapshots of the source code. This is an 
approach not used so far in this type of programming environment that we hope can provide new and 
interesting insights to the scientific-educational community. 
Other authors [38] have proposed to understand how novice programmers approach their first lines of code 
in conventional programming environments. Their approach to data collection is mixed, based on the 
keystrokes and events in the IDE, including clicks. However, these authors have focused on the keystrokes 
and have not gone deeply into the analysis of clicks. 
In business, it is very common to analyze processes, resources, and tasks. In e-commerce, it is even an 
indispensable requirement. As a result, different techniques have been developed to analyze the behavior 
of customers. In this paper, we propose the use of the clickstream technique used in business. The use of 
this technique is applied above all in the e-commerce web pages [33]. In this way, the behavior of the clients 
can explain their way of acting and create a taxonomy of behaviors to offer them more related products or 
to guide them better through the website. In education, this technique can be applied to better understand 
students and to personalize learning. We understand that clicks will offer additional information and 
complement current research. 
Blikstein et al. [2] also used EDM techniques and learning analytics in student code snapshots during their 
programming tasks. Blikstein intends to use these approaches to automate assessments that would otherwise 
be impossible for teachers to detect or very expensive in time. Our objective and methods of analysis 
resemble this from the author, but the data capture differs and the modeling of capture, prediction, analysis, 
and visualization. 
2.2 Clickstream 
The computation and analysis of the flow of clicks on a website is an important factor to improve the 
decisions of businesses that have an appearance in web environments [7, 25]. Different stochastic, statistics 
and mathematics theories conform models that help companies decide which strategies they could take on 
different types of websites. This is the case of Markov chains, a stochastic model that describes a sequence 
of possible events in which the probability of each event depends solely on the state reached in the previous 
event. The problem with this model is that it has no memory and does not take into account the demographic 
or sociological factors [25]. Consequently, different authors have proposed new models or modifications 
to previous models to improve accuracy. Montgomery et al. [25] point out that using memory in the paths 
detected in the clickstream increases up to 40% the accuracy of the prediction of actions in contrast to a 7% 
obtained with models that do not have memory. Other authors [14] point out that it is possible to use 
learning algorithms in clickstream data. However, [14] points out that research in this context is in a very 
first stage and that contributions are expected to improve in neural networks, genetic algorithms or 
supervised machine learning algorithms such as support vector machines. In short, these algorithms help 
analyze information captured by websites. 
D. Wilson [9] states that a company can learn from the information captured from its visitors through their 
clicks such as what they are looking for or different parts they are spending time. The combination of this 
information with other visitor data such as geographic or demographic data extends their learning. 
Consequently, the results of the analysis collected from the clickstream through analytical algorithms can 
be used to design, adapt and evaluate web pages as well as the making of marketing programs. Wilson [40] 
illustrates how the conjunction between clickstream technique and network analysis is a productive 
approach to learn from the navigations’ paths of new and recurring visitors in websites to determine how 
those visitors behave in front of marketing offers and even predict navigation behaviors. 
In the educational context it is possible to transfer the knowledge acquired and the techniques used in 
business clickstream research [1, 13, 20, 32, 39]. In addition, the results can help to understand how new 
programmers learn to program in visual programming environments [11]. Eguiluz et al. [11] set a precedent 
for the use of clickstream analytics in a visual programming environment based on blocks. His research 
and ours have gone by the hand in hand in time, although in two well-differentiated ways. Eguiluz et al. 
[11] apply a more traditional clickstream and closer to the initial definition where clicks are made on 
programming blocks instead of web links. In this sense, they use the clickstream to analyze the blocks that 
students have used, which means that they analyze the code resulting from clicking on several blocks of 
programming. They analyze the time needed to solve a challenge (in milliseconds), the length of the code 
(number of blocks), the depth of the code (number of nests in the control structures), the number of code 
changes and the number of attempts to each participant and challenge. 
Our proposal offers a new meaning for the clickstream technique that embraces additional information from 
the student. We can analyze the code resulting from clicking through the different blocks, but beyond this, 
we intend to know what the students actually have done in the block-like visual programming environment, 
in what places they have clicked, when they have tried to drag a block, in which zones they have more 
clicks, in which aspects of the program they have entertained or concentrated more, or among other things, 
which path they draw between the use of one block or another. We intend to define a deeper clickstream 
that provides a global vision of student behavior in this type of visual programming environment. 
2.3 Scratch 
Scratch is a visual programming language where users can create online projects and develop them into 
almost anything by using a simple block-like interface. The MIT Media Lab's Lifelong Kindergarten group, 
led by Mitchel Resnick, developed the first desktop-only version of Scratch in 2003 with the purpose to aid 
young people to learn programming. This platform has been our field of tests and research to extract results 
and conclusions in the study of behaviors in visual programming environments. The reason for using this 
tool is that its use is widespread in schools and institutes around the world [31] and even outside educational 
environments so that students learn to program and develop technological solutions. 
The union of Scratch and Clickstream has resulted in a new field of research that opens new approaches to 
the study of students’ behavior in visual programming environments. The next step we are already taking 
is to extrapolate the results of the research to non-visual environments at the university and post-university 
levels. 
3 Material and Methods 
In the pre-development phase of the tool, we reflect on the need to apply it on closed or open results-
oriented learning tasks. Different authors who have analyzed these two types of results decided to first 
analyze closed results tasks [5, 38] due a specific solution is expected so is easier to conduct a research in 
a qualitative manner because of the cost of recording, transcribing and analysis of the data. The studies of 
such authors are an evolutionist, since their objective is to discover and create a framework for the analysis 
of interactions in programming environments. Therefore, they start from an empty metadata framework of 
analysis of student behavior in their learning of programming methodologies. 
Our scenario is completely different. One of our proposed objectives was to compare our results with those 
of other authors to validate them and incorporate them into the data offered to teachers. We hope to start 
from a previous frame with which to compare our results regarding the collection technique based on clicks 
[5]. However, we understood that the analysis of clicks could provide additional classifications to offer 
teachers richer and more efficient data analytics to enhance as evaluators and tutors. Consequently, we 
freely take the path of using open results tasks and let the students freely develop their solutions. 
To capture the clicks, store them, analyze them and draw conclusions, we have developed a solution 
supported by an architectural model based on events, a web service to send and store the interactions and a 
predictive model to forecast understandable results for teachers. The resulting visualizations and insights 
could be incorporated into the Students Progress Snapshot (SPS, from now) [1] so that the teacher has full 
access to information related to the learning of their students. 
3.1 Previous Work 
The present work is the continuation of our previous one in the application of learning in virtual learning 
environments [1] such as Moodle. Moodle captures the interactions of students through web access to tasks, 
activities, documents, profiles and other resources made available by teachers. In fact, Moodle is carrying 
out a data collection through clickstream that can be used to perform an exploratory and predictive analysis 
to visually show teachers the past, present and future status of their students. In the previous work, we made 
a dashboard for the teacher based on the logs of Moodle to visualize the status of the student in terms of 
access and time dedication on tasks and resources and the quarterly trends of their behavior. 
This research aims to expand the context of the previous work by offering teachers more details about the 
evolution and behavior of students in visual programming environments. If the previous SPS offered 
general information about the student, the updated SPS, considering the current additions, allows the 
teacher to have a more detailed, specific and predictive view of their students in relation to the programming 
tasks. Consequently, the results of the present investigation are considered as a detailed extension of the 
SPS. 
SPS is a useful approach for teachers that gives them the opportunity to see the interactions of their students 
beyond the basic Moodle’s reports. It has been proved that this visual profile approximation with embedded 
textual information helps teachers to make right decisions and help students in their learning. Our aim is to 
continually improve this tool to offer more insights and actionable information to teachers. Moodle does 
not offer a unique report. This hinder teachers to be agile in the search of students interactions and finally 
to make good decisions. The reason to evolve and to focus on the development of our tool is to unify all 
the students interactions in one place to give the possibility to teachers to access to that information as fast 
as possible, in real time and with easy understandable visualizations. 
The following figures show a summary of a visual profile of a student already developed in the SPS. This 
panel of visualizations is extended with figures 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 resulting from the current investigation 
and presented in the results section. Figure 1 shows the summarized visual profile. 
 
Figure 1. Summary of student’s interactions. 
 
3.2 Click collection 
To diminish development costs, we have decided to add new layers to existing solutions instead of 
developing new ones. We have started the development from the original Scratch source code to create the 
new programming context and click capturing system. Developing on top of this environment has involved 
a considerable effort in time due the ActionScript programming language requires compilation and then 
uploading it to an online test server. These two steps are time-consuming and imply that the tests are much 
slower. We hope that the development of the tool and its adaptation will be faster with the appearance of 
the web version of Scratch. In this scenario, the language will be interpreted, and it will not require 
compilation or server uploading. In terms of impact on the research project, it will only involve making 
some minor changes to the software architecture layer in order to capture student interactions in click 
format. 
The solution has been tested in different Scratch workshops held at La Salle Campus Barcelona during 
2017/2018. Due to the limited time available from the start of the project until the first workshop, we have 
been able to develop a stable version, although there is still a long way to go to complete all its possibilities. 
However, enough interactions have been extracted to offer a first analysis and results of the tool. 
We can differentiate four stages of development with their consequent technological systems and 
architectures. The first stage sets the software architecture necessary to capture the clicks. The second one 
establishes a web service to receive and store data. We have called it Datagate. The third stage proposes an 
initial predictive model in relation to the data captured in the previous stage. The fourth stage presents 
additional visualizations to integrate with visualization tools such as Students Progress Snapshot to help 
teachers in their task as evaluators and tutors. 
Figure 2 shows the flow of technologies used for the development of the modified Scratch tool with 
Learning Analytics which is explained in the next sections. 
 
Figure 2. The flow of technologies used for the development of the modified Scratch tool. 
The software architecture phase involved the analysis and understanding of the source code of Scratch. 
Scratch is an open source, downloadable and modifiable tool developed in Flash technology. In the project, 
we have used the code to add a new logical layer that allows collecting all clicks on the user interface. In 
this way, we have not modified the original functionalities of the code and therefore our tool maintains all 
initial features. 
Our logical layer is based on a software architecture model developed specifically to capture the clicks on 
the user interface. The Flash development environment works by events so that each student click generates 
a series of internal messages with associated information. This information is composed, among other data, 
of the vertical and horizontal position of the click on the screen, which object has been clicked and its 
container object. The designed capturing model manages to collect each click event and extract additional 
information from the clicked object such as its name, stored text, object to which it belongs, and other 
characteristics that allow it to be identified within the Scratch development environment. 
All this extracted information allows to know if the student has clicked on a specific block of Scratch, on a 
particular button, on the scripts development space or sprites designer or also if he has dragged a block to 
a particular zone of the user interface or has stacked it under another block of their programming algorithm 
or even if the student has rearranged the blocks within their algorithm or deleted one or more blocks. With 
this information, we can identify behavior patterns such “slow and analytical programmer” or 
“programming based on rapid cycles of trial and error”. 
Scratch runs in an online environment. This fact implies that the information generated in the click-capture 
model must be sent and stored in a server outside the student's computer. This server acts as a learning 
record store. Therefore, the modeling architecture design of the first stage considers sending the data 
associated with the clicks outside the student's computer through a web service. 
This second stage involves the creation of the web service. We’ve used PHP and MySQL technologies to 
enable communication between the click capture model and the learning record store. This provides the 
ability to save every data generated by a click on Scratch in a database accessible afterward for analytics 
purposes. We call this web service internally Datagate since it is the gateway to the collection of data and 
at the same time the input for the analysis stage. 
As said in section 3.1, this research is a follow-up to the previous work [1]. The technology used was PHP 
and MySQL due to the architecture of the virtual learning environment used as the source of educational 
data. We considered using the same technology to enable compatibility with the previous work. The Flash 
technology was used due to the Scratch development environment is based on this technology. We would 
have preferred to use the HTML version of Scratch since it offers much more versatility in data collection 
through different devices, but according to official sources, this version will not be available until January 
2019. A first preview will be ready for this August 2018, version that we will use for the following data 
collection. 
The use of the Python programming language was a decision based on the availability of statistical and 
machine learning libraries, as well as compatibility with PHP and MySQL technologies. PHP is not a 
language in which its strength is to develop machine learning applications. In addition, there are limited 
libraries still in development that could bias or limit the development of work. For example, there is the 
PHP-ML library with statistical operations with possibilities to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient 
but not the Spearman. For this reason, we choose to use Python to apply machine learning algorithms and 
for the predictive model. In addition, from PHP you can use Python results or even execute Python scripts. 
The modified Scratch application is loaded and displayed inside a browser opened in the student's computer. 
For every and each interaction based on clicks, it communicates with this web service to store data related 
in raw format. 
The next stage will allow the analysis of the stored learning records in two senses. First, it is intended to 
identify in the data the different categories of students proposed later in this work. Second, it is intended to 
visualize this information through a quantitative approach. 
3.3 Analytics and predictions 
Fields et al. [12] show in their research how it is possible to use learning analytics to understand how 
students program in Scratch. The study is based on the analysis of the time dedicated and the developed 
code of the solutions to the proposed problems. Their results show different metrics in relation to application 
initialization and concurrent execution. We think that a new approach based on clickstream is possible to 
discover new behaviors. 
We consider at the same time that the analysis must be accompanied by an evaluation of the teaching staff 
to establish a relationship between qualifications and behaviors. This relationship will allow teachers to 
obtain information on possible risks and act accordingly.  
3.3.1 Rubrics 
In the Scratch workshops for students and teachers, we used a rubric shown in Table 1 to assess specific 
aspects of programming activities. With the analysis of the collected data, we intend to automate this rubric 
in some way so that the evaluation could be in real-time and the teacher could know the status of the student 
to offer high-quality real-time feedback [4, 19]. We hope to generate new rubrics in a near future to evaluate 
other aspects of programming and find new predictive models. 
Table 1. Rubric for programming assessment 
Aspects to 
assessment 
4 3 2 1 
Initialization Initializes variables when the 
green flag is pressed. 
Initialize some of the 
required variables. 




It does not initialize 
variables when 
pressing the green 
flag. 
Loops Uses different types of loop 
structures when necessary. 
Uses some but not all 
types of loop 
structures. 
Uses a single type of 
loop structure to 
solve all casuistics. 
Does not use loop 
structures. 
Conditionals Use conditionals with and 
without alternatives when 
necessary. 
Only use conditionals 
with alternative. 
Use only conditional 
without alternative. 
It does not use 
conditionals. 
Variables Use variables correctly when 
necessary. 
Use some variables 
correctly but not 
necessary. 
It uses some or too 
many variables 
incorrectly. 




Use messaging to communicate 
between objects. 
Use variables to 
communicate 
between objects and 
some message. 
Use only variables 
to communicate 
with objects. 




3.3.2 Behavior patterns 
To detect and predict behaviors we incorporate machine learning and big data techniques. In a Big Data 
environment data grows at a very fast speed, is very varied and has a considerable volume. This defines 
what is known as the 3VS [42], or the essential characteristics of a Big Data environment. In our research 
to help teachers to take the best decisions and improve their students' learning, we had committed to 
visualizing data to help achieve it. This work understood as the continuation of the previous one in which 
the progress of a student is shown in a visual format, aims to give teachers a more detailed vision of their 
students. In this sense, we began to deal with a large amount of data of all the student's interactions in the 
virtual learning environment and now in the interactions in visual programming environments. Our work 
continues to deepen aspects of visualization and, therefore, continues with the collection of additional data 
in parallel to those that are already collected. The aim of this work is to complement, optimize and improve 
the accuracy of the data offered so that teachers can have quality, reliable and safe tools in terms of data 
collection and visualization. That is the reason why we are concurrently researching in university 
environments to emulate the present research in non-visual environments. In addition, steps are being taken 
in the application of emerging technologies such as Blockchain to ensure protection and security of data 
and identities of students in data collection in learning analytics processes. 
We continue looking for workshops to transfer the challenges to real classes in educational stages of 
primary and secondary school throughout different schools. All this information will become in little time 
from linear to an exponential with the huge amount of data what we will get. In this sense, we focus our 
work on the use of big data techniques and, in particular, of the a priori knowledgeable learning machine, 
that we have a data environment in which we cannot draw conclusions with manual analysis, soon we are 
faced with an environment of considerable dimensions in which we must act with methodologies of 
discovery, prediction, and modeling. 
At the beginning of the investigation we did not know the implications that a work of this style could have, 
now we see that if we have been able to extract patterns in an environment with considerable data collected, 
we hope to offer new improved possibilities when we have much more data. It is for this reason that we 
consider using supervised approaches in the application of machine learning algorithms. Using machine 
learning allows us to explore, discover and automate models in the available data. Within this approach, 
two scenarios are defined that are differentiated by the availability of data, which are supervised learning 
versus unsupervised learning. The supervised algorithms are used in environments where data is already 
available. These are used to enter the algorithms with the aim of offering specific results as soon as new 
data is introduced. In our investigation, this is a step that will take place shortly since we already have data 
and we can train the initial models to offer better predictions and patterns of more precise behaviors. Using 
this type of machine learning algorithms are helpful to complement our SPS dashboard.  
For a first viewing of the data, we apply clustering techniques that allow grouping students according to 
the zones of Scratch user interface they have clicked on. Of the two approaches, the supervised and the 
unsupervised, we use the second because when we started to capture data, we had an unknown environment 
in which we needed to uncover possible patterns of behavior. This is the reason why we use clustering 
algorithms, to group similar behaviors and start drawing conclusions from the data we had available. This 
technic gave us the first map of clustered clicks from which to begin to understand possible behaviors of 
the students. 
To understand the concept of "map of clustered clicks" we present in the Figure 3 the interface of the 
Scratch program used by students. 
 
 
Figure 3. User interface of Scratch. 
Figure 4 shows all the clicks made by all students who have been in any of the Scratch workshops. As it 
can be seen, the clicks are made all along the interface. The user interface of Scratch and its parts can be 
extrapolated from the image. 
 
Figure 4. Map of clicks made by all students who have been in any of the Scratch workshops. 
This visualization was not enough to begin to extract possible behaviors. Therefore, we conducted a 
clustering process based on k-means and 7 clusters. This analytical process resulted in a very interesting 
click map as shown in Figure 4. From this new map of clicks, we could begin to draw real conclusions 
about the behavior of the students and propose the first patterns of behavior in programming activities. 
 
Figure 5. K-means of 7 clusters of clicks made by all students who have been in any of the Scratch workshops. 
Figure 5 shows 7 clusters identified by a star. This separation by groups of clicks offers us a first 
understanding of the behaviors. Those students whose majority of clicks are in the three clusters on the 
right of the image could be called “students more prone to development” due they click on the part of 
Scratch where the development blocks are inserted. The students which their clicks are in the first two 
clusters starting from the left of the image could be considered “students more prone to design” due it is 
the Scratch area in which the different sprites are created and positioned. Hence, we can create a first 
taxonomy if students’ behavior related to the concentration of clicks: 
• Students more prone to development: Students focus the clicks on the scripts space where the 
blocks are released and in the part of blocks available to be dragged to the scripts space. 
• Students more prone to organize: Students focus to move rather than add, modify or delete 
objects, blocks or sprites. 
• Students more prone to design: Students focuses the clicks in the area of sprites and scenario. 
• Students more prone to create multimedia: Students focus the clicks in the area of sounds and 
drawing tools. 
This first classification is very useful for teachers so in a first place they can detect which students are 
spending more time in some areas not really needed in the assignments. In the results section, we show the 
different visualizations created for the SPS dashboard. 
Afterward, we created a sole image result of the fusion of Scratch interface and the first map of clicks. We 
were able to discover then new patterns of behavior with which to relate possible risks in the delivery of 
activities. 
 
Figure 6. Fusion of Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
In the image above (Figure 6) is shown exactly where students click on Scratch. It can be seen that students 
interact a lot with the size of the sprites and how students interact with the "green flag" buttons and the 
"stop" button. These two buttons are used in Scratch to indicate where the code begins execution or to 
initialize the status of the program. 
The analysis of the use of these buttons can be associated with rubrics evaluation and offer useful 
information to teachers. We wanted to detect the following patterns analyzing the clickstream of these two 
buttons: 
• Blocked development (blocked). This type of behavior defines those students who are behind in 
the coding of the program. The motives can be different, for example by distractions, by attention 
to non-coding aspects such as design and graphics or by a true ignorance of how to code the 
solution. 
• Development at a normal (normal) pace. This type of behavior defines those students who have 
a balance of development between the graphics interface of the program and the coding. 
• Rapid development based on trial-error (rapid). This type of behavior defines those students 
who make rapid changes in the program and constantly check the results. 
We could have proposed many more patterns for automatic detection. However, we want to limit the 
research to reaffirm the possibilities of clickstream in the detection of types of behavior, validate the 
predictive model and incorporate more metrics to improve its scope and accuracy. 
The discovery of these patterns is based on the number of clicks made on the “green flag” button. Scratch 
allows you to execute the developed code by pressing a button identified with a green flag. This action 
allows you to indicate in which part or parts of the code it must start the execution, the initialization of the 
variables or the initialization of the program status and to provide a structured execution flow. These aspects 
are those that are evaluated in the rubric and those that are intended to associate to the behavior patterns 
during development of programming activities. 
For the analytical detection of the three types of behavior presented -blocking, normal, fast- we have made 
a statistical approximation. This allows us to measure the pace of development of the projects in relation to 
the class group. 
The interactions between the different groups flow spontaneously, which changes their way of developing 
and results since they exchange knowledge throughout the development. Therefore, in the statistical 
analysis, all the clicks of all the groups of each workshop are considered. Consequently, to extract the types 
of behavior we elaborate a statistical calculation in relation to the median of the clicks made on the green 
flag button. 
The predictive model of behaviors is summarized in the following three points: 
• Groups that click on the green flag below the 10% of the average are considered blocked 
developments. 
• Groups that click on the green flag above the 90% of the average are considered rapid 
developments based on trial and error. 
• The other groups are considered as development at a normal pace. 
In the analysis of the collected data, we found a relationship between the results of the rubrics and the 
patterns detected. A close relationship between results and patterns will help teachers personalize student 
learning. For example, a low qualification in the rubric should be reflected in a blocking behavior. In some 
way, this approach serves as an automation of the rubric through student behavior. This information can be 
obtained in real time. Consequently, the teacher may act before the student turns in the activity. 
3.4 The sample 
The sample comes from a series of workshops held at La Salle Campus Barcelona. La Salle offers a series 
of workshops related to robotics, programming or engineering thinking to all its schools in Catalonia and 
other non-profit organizations such as foundations that offer scholarships to high school students with high 
capabilities. The workshops we offer have a format of 2 to 4 hours in which we introduce theoretical 
concepts and place collaborative challenges for the participants. The activities are collaborative and 
students make groups of 2 or 3 people. 
We needed a sample where students did not have computer programming knowledge or an elemental 
practice, and a sandbox-programming context where they could feel free and fearless to develop their own 
solutions in a try-error approximation. These workshops were suitable for the research due students were 
not experienced on programming and in conjunction generated raw data about their interaction with Scratch 
through clickstream. 
This research analyzes the data obtained from all the Scratch workshops offered to students of different 
ages between 15 and 17 years old (58 students, age average: 15.96, standard deviation: 0.35). The Scratch 
workshop format consists of a theoretical introduction of how to approach projects in this visual 
programming environment. Next, the challenge of creating a Scratchroom is exposed. A Scratchroom aims 
to simulate a real escape room, or what is known as an "escape game". An escape room is a physical 
adventure game in which players solve a series of puzzles and riddles using clues, hints, and strategy to 
complete objectives at hand. The main objective is to escape from the place where they are locked. The 
participants of the workshops must create the game scenarios, the players and objects in sprites format, the 
sounds and develop the computational logic behind each action to offer a playable and entertaining 
environment. The challenge is understood as an activity of open programming, where the result depends 
on the ingenuity and programming abilities of the students. We can perfectly evaluate different aspects such 
as initialization of the environment and variables, use of repetitions of programming structures, use of 
computational logic by arithmetic, comparator and boolean operators. As well as the concept of 
concurrency or parallel execution of instructions by the control of variables or by Scratch's own methods 
such as messaging between objects. In short, the data sample is extracted from all the clicks made by groups 
of 2 to 3 students in specific workshops of open resolution programming challenges with Scratch. 
Modifications in the Scratch source code have allowed capturing more than 38,000 clicks made by students 
among more than 20 different programming projects. The data collected includes the position of the click 
on the screen, the date and time of the moment of interaction, the object in which the click was made, the 
container of the object and the action taken, such as moving, adding or deleting blocks. 
3.5 Analysis 
This dataset has made it possible to identify quickly and without too much in-depth analysis some of the 
expected behaviors in the development environment. First we conducted an exploratory analysis through 
histograms, basic scatter plots and advanced analytics to understand the sample and extract firsts results. 
Afterwards, we conducted a bivariate correlation to measure how the behaviors applied to the rubrics grade. 
A first analysis based on the clustering technique based on k-means has been able to produce a graph in 
which the clicks are identified, and different possible types of students are visualized. Each red star 
identifies a cluster of clicks. The students who concentrate the clicks in the lower right, identified by the 
yellow or lilac color, are those that fall into the Developer category and therefore pay much more attention 
to coding than to other more artistic aspects. 
In regard to the bivariate correlation, and in a very first step, we visualized the relationship between the 
variables. The result was a scatter plot showing a positive relationship in terms of the variables "clicks on 
the green button" and "results of the rubric". Therefore, the linear relationship showed two trends: the more 
clicks, the better the results in the rubric, and the fewer the worse clicks re-cluttered. This is the reason why 
we performed a Pearson correlation, instead a Spearman one, since the variables already had a linear rather 
than a monotonic relationship in the first visualizations. 
4 Results and discussion 
The projects developed in the workshops have been evaluated by the two instruments proposed in this work. 
On the one hand, the assignments’ solutions have been evaluated with the rubric elaborated in previous 
sections. On the other hand, clicks have been introduced into the predictive model to extract behaviors. 
This has allowed to obtain a score and a taxonomy for each of the projects and find the first correlation 
between them. Table 2 shows the results of some of the more than 20 projects assessed in terms of the 
rubric and behavior. The data exposed is a subset of the total of clicks. The results are based on all the 
projects assessed by teachers, more than 20, not only considering the sample shown. The sample considers 
8 groups of 2 or 3 students that suppose at least 16 students who generated those 292 clicks. There are more 
than 765 clicks in the learning record store made by more than 70 students, so the results are based in those 
765 clicks done on the green flag button. 
Moreover, the total number of students is equal or greater than the analyzed by Pathan et al. [26] and Fields 
et al. [12] with 70 and 64 students each one in their studies. 
The total of clicks to the green flag button represents 2% of the total of collected clicks. In comparison, it 
may seem like a small sample but is enough to say that is useful and valid for our initial purpose. Moreover, 
this 2% data scenario increases our expectative to extract more useful patterns of behavior from the 98% 
remaining. 
Table 2. Some of the projects assessed by rubrics and behavior 
Project Rubric grade Clicks on green flag 
button 
Behavior 
Group #1 13 83 Rapid 
Group #2 10 83 Rapid 
Group #3 12 66 Rapid 
Group #4 5 1 Blocked 
Group #5 13 52 Rapid 
Group #6 5 1 Blocked 
Group #7 6 2 Blocked 
Group #8 9 4 Blocked 
 
Results of the analysis of the bivariate correlation of the rubric grades and the clicks on the green flag button 
are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. Results of the analysis of the bivariate correlation considering rubric grades and clicks on the green flag 
p-value Correlation coefficient 
0.02380621256650697 0.926184147506773 
 
As observed in Table 3, the correlation coefficient is close to 1. This indicates a strong correlation between 
the evaluation by rubric and the clicks to the green flag button. The p-value of the statistical test is less than 
0.05. This indicates that there is a statistical significance. Consequently, it can be affirmed that there is a 
correlation between those projects in which students make rapid iterations of trial and error and good results. 
On the other hand, the students who make fewer executions of the program are those who have the simplest 
or unfinished programs. 
These results provide a scenario that is very useful for teachers. We can create visualizations of the 
behavioral trends before students’ deliveries, so teachers can detect risks and act accordingly to avoid 
failures in the activities. Figure 7 shows the frequency of clicks on the green flag button. This exposes the 
behavior of the students in relation to the execution of the code. 
 
Figure 7. The frequency of clicks on the green flag button by group 1. 
Figure 7 histogram shows how a group of students categorized as rapid development is continuously 
running the code with some breaks of 3 or 5 minutes. On the other hand, Figure 8 represents another 
histogram that shows how group number 8 performs very few clicks. It can be seen how they have occupied 
their most time in non-development tasks and tried to perform the coding in the last 5 minutes of class. This 
behavior is classified as blocked development and presents a high risk of failure. In this type of behavior, 
the faculty will have the opportunity to urge them to put on the development or to apply the solution that 
they think is most convenient. 
 
Figure 8. The frequency of clicks on the green flag button by group 8. 
Both these histograms and the results of the predictive model can be easily incorporated into what we call 
Students Progress Snapshot. In this visual space, the teacher integrates all the possible visualizations of the 
student's learning state. Therefore, from one place you can show each professor the histograms of each 
student and the predictors according to their risk status. 
We also added new visualizations into the SPS to deliver better insights to teachers. In Figures 9, 10 and 
11 teachers can see and easily understand the detected behaviors in the predictive analysis. With colors, 
basic shapes and different positions a teacher can detect students with blocked development behavior if the 
circle is orange and left position, with development at normal pace behavior if the circle is black and 
centered or with rapid development based on trial-error behavior if the circle is green and right position.  
 
Figure 9. Detected “Blocked development” behavior pattern by clicks on green flag button. 
 
Figure 10. Detected “Development at normal pace” behavior pattern by clicks on green flag button. 
 
Figure 11. Detected “Rapid development based on trial-error” behavior pattern by clicks on green flag 
button. 
 
In Figures 12 and 13 teachers can discover at a glance the type of student in relation to the concentration of 
clicks in different parts of the Scratch environment. Through different colors, teachers can see if a student 
is more coder, designer, multimedia or organizer oriented or a mix of those four behaviors. The colors are 
sorted by relevance, for example as we can see at Figure 12, starting with dark green (Coder), light green 
(Organizer), light orange (Designer), and dark orange (Multimedia), or at Figure 13, starting with dark 
green (Designer and Multimedia), light green (Organizer), and dark orange (Coder). 
  
Figure 12. The detected trend by click concentration where the student is more code-oriented than a designer. 
  
Figure 13. The detected trend by click concentration where the student is more designer than a coder. 
 
5 Conclusions 
5.1 Theoretical and Practical Implications 
Until now, no research has used a full click-based technique to identify patterns of behavior within the 
Scratch programming environment. The different publications found address the problem by analyzing the 
source code developed by the students. This technique opens new research approaches to understand how 
students learn and interact with Scratch in programming activities. 
The results of the work mean a great advance in the field of evaluation of behavior in the programming 
practice. Addressing the analysis with clicks allows the recognition of students at risk and act accordingly. 
The use of clicks complements the evaluation of the activities delivered. Instead of analyzing the final result 
it is possible to check how students interact with the different elements of the programming interface. 
Therefore, it is possible to check positive behaviors or possible blockages. 
The clicks provide data on the actions of the students, the places where they interact most and their 
development methodology. We hope to provide much more data as soon as the investigation has more 
progress. 
As stated in the introduction, there are some studies similar to our research in regard to the extraction of 
patterns of behavior of students in programming environments. Sherman and Martin [24] propose an 
analytical approach to extract patterns of behavior in student developers of App Inventor projects. Other 
authors [19] have proposed to understand how novice programmers approach their first lines of code in 
conventional programming environments, through keystrokes and code analysis. Blikstein et al. [28] used 
EDM techniques and learning analytics in student code snapshots. All authors used code analysis to extract 
results and consequent conclusions. 
Our study differs from the above at a methodology level, where data collection from clickstream reveals 
new paths of research. Our proposed approximation based in a clickstream technique only appears to be 
equal to studies conducted by Eguiluz et al. [11]. Nonetheless, Eguiluz et al. do not deep in the detail of 
clicks. In this sense, they use the clickstream to analyze the blocks that students have used, which means 
that they analyze the code resulting from clicking on several blocks of programming as the others studies. 
Our remarkable approximation facilitates the teacher's understanding of student’s behavior in their 
assignments. This knowledge can impact positively in students due teachers can use it to bring quality real 
time in class support and feedback. We are aware that our solution is teacher focused. This draw a future 
line of improvement to transform the results of our research into solutions for students to help them self-
improve their learning through the discovery of new behavior patterns. 
We also hope to expand the behavior patterns with a deeper analysis of the clicks beyond the green flag. 
Other behaviors can be differentiated through the analysis of adding, modifying or eliminating blocks in 
the sprites coding space. This will be possible as soon as we have more data. 
5.2 Limitations and Future Work 
There are limitations linked to the original Flash technology that does not allow to advance at the desired 
pace, due to high development costs, times and other involved technologies. Flash is not available on mobile 
devices, which discards a large percentage of participating schools in the long-term testing phase. We hope 
to be able to make an exhaustive follow-up course with the same students to validate and improve the 
accuracy of the prediction model. This will be possible when the new version of Scratch based on HTML5 
is published due will be compatible with most devices used in education. Hence, we can check how students 
develop in different devices and educational situations as well. 
Another limitation is the difficulty of storing the multimedia information of Scratch. As a result, no audio, 
video or image of student developments is currently stored. This implies that the state of the program can’t 
be visually reconstructed at any given time. We believe that this visualization would provide more data to 
teachers and we hope to overcome these limitations in the third version of Scratch, at which time HTML5 
will be used as a development language. 
5.3 Final Considerations 
Scratch is an environment that allows students to develop their programming skills with an agile language, 
based on blocks, interactive and safe. It is a visual programming environment understood as a sandbox 
where students can do and undo as their will while they test what have learned in class and evolve their 
algorithms and programming techniques. In these environments students require the teacher's help to 
advance safely, to develop their programming skills and not to lock themselves in the development of 
projects. In addition, a teacher cannot scale itself to review in real time all the work of students and thus 
give a quality feedback. The reason is that analyzing all the code generated by all the students requires a 
great effort and time. Our work gives all teachers who use Scratch in their classroom the ability to scale, 
review and give quality feedback in real time. 
This work has been possible thanks to the release of the Scratch source code. It has been possible to create 
a fork and add new software architectures that allow capturing every click of student interaction. The 
analysis of the collected clicks allowed to extract different students’ behaviors that helps the teacher to 
understand what is going on during the development of assignments, activities or projects. A first 
exploratory analysis revealed behaviors related to the tendency of the student in the use of some blocks or 
parts of Scratch instead of another one. Such analysis reveals if a student is more development-focused than 
design.  A predictive analysis correlated with real evaluations of teachers shows how it is possible to analyze 
students’ behaviors in relation to the clicks made in the “run” button of Scratch identified by a green flag 
icon. This analysis is very helpful to detect low and high-performance students during the development of 
assignments, so teachers can support them in real time. 
The taxonomy of resulting behaviors and visualizations is very valuable for teachers, who will be able to 
personalize learning and improve the teaching environment. Now teachers can act before students deliver 
incorrect or at least incomplete tasks. 
The investigation continues its course in two ways. We continue tracking students in visual programming 
environments but now we are doing a follow-up of the students a longer time, so we can track their 
evolution. This will allow us to identify new behaviors and provide new findings to enhance tutoring, 
following-up, and evaluation of students. 
At the same time, we are transferring the results and techniques used in this work to university programming 
subjects to track students in non-visual programming environments to compare results. We are translating 
this experience into non-visual programming environments such as command line in C language projects. 
The procedure will be applied to the subject “Programming methodology and technology” at La Salle 
Campus Barcelona where students compile code in C language. Each compilation is understood as a click 
on the green flag button. Such association is key to evaluate the potential of the proposed technique. The 
system logs automatically the total number of compilations for each student and additional information 
such as time for each compilation and idle time in between. We hope to get relevant results during the next 
course. 
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